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History's sake

AFTER ALL

UCF lab recreates the
World's Fair-SEENEWS,A2

UCF tennis player Brock Sakey sets
singles wins record - SEE sPoR1s,A10

Marijuana policy progresses

•
.<J

Penalty for pot, alcohol may become.equal

J .

JEFFREY RILEY

,,

A3-DWQRLD

Editor-in-Chief

On Friday:

Students spend aday
without slioes
by Amy Simpson
The·event, which had more
than 500 participa~ts when it ·
was held during the fall
semester, encourages students
to go aday without shoes in
order to raise awareness of
diseases caused by not wearing
· hoes.

In the eyes of UCF's
Office of Student Conduct,
violations of alcohol and
marijuana may soon
become one and the same.
On April 1, the Golden
Rule Review Committee
voted 5-1 in support of a

change of campus policy
that sets the punishments
of marijuana use at the
same level as that of
wrongful use of alcohol
According to the proposal, the disciplinary
sanctions assigned to students for ''unlawful minor
possession of cannabis,"
will match the sanctions

for "alcoholic beverages
possession violation"
· Students will have three
strikes at these violations
before more strict sanctions are taken
The next step in the
process of this change is an
administrative review of

U.S. teen drug use
2006,

A stuqy found that in
on an average day, hund/'$ds of thousands
of U.S. t8ells were smoking, drinking and vslng Illegal drugs.

Follow us on Twitter
@UCFNews and check
UCFNews.com for other
Web exclusive content
as well as breaking news
updates.

Inhalants

------Heroin I3,718

02007MCT

PLEASE SEE

NORML ON A7

,.___,

Dorm data
included in
2010census
Census Bureau works with UCF
STEPHANIE JOHNSON
Contributing Writer

TOMS One Day Wl1:houtShoes will mise nationwide awareness for those thatstilllackabasic
necessity in life: footwear.
-SEEVARIETY, A13

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

SAMPLE CHILI FOR
CHARITYTO HELP OUT
THE PEOPLE OF CHILE
Campus Crusade is hosting a chili
cookofftoday for charity. It starts .
at8:15 p.m.in Ferrell Commons
Auditorium.Called"Chili for Chile,"
their goal isto raise $1,000forthe
Chilean earthquake victims.

.,

COMMISSIONERS
CONSIDER MOVIE FOR
BRIDGE DEMOLITION
Pinellas Co'unty Commissioners are
looking for ways to demolish the
Friendship Trail Bridge. On Tuesday,
officials discussed whether a
movie production company would
pay for the demolition.

Five new states are joining a
lawsuit initiated by Florida
Attorney General Bill McCollum to
overturn the health care overhaul
recently signed into law. The
lawsuit was filed in Pensacola.
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Column: Put Dandng
out ofits misery

Addanotherun~uedive
bar to Mills Avenue. The
Peacock Room blends
house music and artto

Columnist Austin Fowler hates Dandng
With the Stars and recommends its
immediate cancellation ... and a couple
of suggestions for improvement

make fut acolorful mood.

PLEASE SEE

DOOR ONAB

Alumna's work shown at ftlm festival Safe ride pro~
nears completion
.

LINDSAY DECARLO

MORE STATES JOIN
FLORIDA IN HEALTH
CARE LAWSUIT

UCF students who live on campus and
haven't received a 2010 census form can stop
worrying about missing the April 1 deadline.
Jeff Novak, associate director of Housing
and Residence Life, wrote in an e-mail that
housing staff would be working cl<;>sely with
representatives
from the U.S. Census Bureau.
Novak said that
in order to maximize efficiency,
the
Census
Bureau · has provided many enumerators
from
their staff to the
housing department to aid them
in following the
strict guidelines
laid out by the
federal law in providing necessary
information
- DANIEL BUKUNUS
Novak said h.e
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
is pleased with
the
process, - - - - - - - - which began April
1 and finished at noon Wednesday.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau's Web
site, an estimated 236,000 group quarter residences, such as donnitories, prisons, convents
and nursing homes, began being counted on
Aprill.
More than 134 million questionnaires were
delivered between March 15 and March 17,
according to the Web site.
However, many students who live in oncampus housing said they were confused
about the census and were unaware that they

'It wouldn't
make sense to
not fill it out
if you get one.
They come
and knock at
yourdoor
three times if
you don't.'

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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I 41,281

Teens who used the
followlng drug for the
first Ume on an
average day
Alcohol

Cocalnel18,121

Breaking ·
news on
your cell

', J

I 245.240

Hallucinogens 128.MI

Baseball travels to
Southern Mississippi

.II

__

1811,539

Z bies versus humans, the
large-scale game of zombie tag
t~ started eariier this
semester at UCF, returns this
weekend. Check out the
preview ofthe event with au
· the details about how to join in.

by Brandon Ribak
The Knights travel to face the
Golden Eagles in aConference
USA series this weekend.

· _ _

uana

Zombies chase humans
i~eco·nd official event
o SaraJones

')

first time use

Ul8d OA • awwage day
~"

Contributing Writ~r

ter of Fine Arts in Film &
Digital Media program at
UCF, she worked on the
script for more than two
years.
_
The film was shot in
Orlando and surrounding Central Florida areas.
"I was fortunate to
have close
relationships
with
several pro-

UCF alumna Erin
Kitzinger was recently
recogniz~d for her full
length feature film, Hope
for a Thom, which was
featured at the Gasp.arilla
International Film Festival in Tmipa on March
21.
The film, which is
about a relationship
between a grandmother
and child, was shown at a
packed theater and was
UCF
voted
an
audience
alumna
favorite.
Erin
The film was written
Kitzinger
and
directed
by
was
Kitzinger, who graduated recognized
for her film,
in 2008.
Hope fora
As part of the first
Thom.
graduating class from the
Entrepreneurial Digital
COURTESY
ERIN KITTINGER
Cinema track of the Mas-

fessors
at
UCF,"
Kitzinger said. "They
have been a true inspiration and played a huge
role in shaping me as a
filmmaker."
PLEASE SEE

GRAD'S ON A4

ALYSSA METSKY
Contributing Writer

After hitting a few
speed bumps, KnightDrive may be on the road
soon.
KnightDrive, a designated driving program
aimed at providing students a ride home from
bars within a three-mile
radius ofUCF, may launch
as soon as the fall semester, according to the program's . new director,
Adam Brock.
"KnightDrive is not
aimed to promote drinking," Brock said. "It's
aimed
at
making
responsible choices.
KnightDrive is there to
take you home safely."

.

Brock was appointed
for the position of director
March 25 and replaces former director Seth Green,
who resigned because he
will be graduating soon.
A safe ride system for
students has been in the
works for more than a year
now. According to Brock,
it has taken a while to get
KnightDrive
running
because of liability issues.
"It's a program with
lots of risks," Brock said.
"We are holding students
accountable for other students. We had three previous launch dates but they
have been pushed back
because of insurance
issues."
PLEASE SEE

INSURANCE ON A7

A2
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AROUND

CAMPUS

News and notices for
the UCF community

Make an infomercial on you
Career Services is coming to the Student Union. in
the forin of an event called
"Spring Expomania"
The event is for students
to stop in between classes
and have their resumes critiqued and create a oneminute infomercial.
It is today from noon
until 2 p.m. in the Student .
Union Pegasus Ballroom
Call 407-823-2361 for
more information.

Sample chili to help Chile
Campus Crusade is
hosting a chili cookoff
today for charity. It will take
place today at 8:15 p.m. in
the Ferrell Commons Auditorium
"Chili for Chile," aims to
raise $1,000 for the Chilean
earthquake victims.
The three judges for the
event will be Bruce Miller,
UCF (ootball player, Sara
York, Miss UCF, and Vivian
Ray, a chef at the Rosen
campus.
About 20 chili teams are
set to participate in the
event. Some of the teams
include NORML, VUCF
and LEAD Scholars.

.LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Commissioners consider use .
of Hollywood for demolition
ST. PETERSBURG Wanted: Hollywood director looking to blow up
bridge for a movie.
Pinellas County Commissioners are looking for
ways to demolish the
Friendship Trail Bridge.
While there was originally
talk of rebuilding it, those
suggestions were scuttled
after repair costs soared. It
will cost $13 million tear it
down
On Tuesday, officials
discussed whether a
movie production company would pay for some of
the demolition.

(tntraf
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BACK TO rlHE FAIR
Students build a virtual recreation·ofthe '64 World's Fair
BIANCA FORTIS
News Editor

The Student Newspap!r at IJCFsince 1968

When Charles Hughes was
21 years old, he visited the 19641965 World's Fair in Queens,
New York Now, 45 years later,
he'll have the opportunity to revisit that same fair.
Hughes, the director of the
Media Convergence Lab at the
UCF Institute for Simulation
and TI:aining, is the co-principal
investigator for "Interconnection_ Come Back to the Fair."
TINA RUSSELL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Interconnections is a 3-D Scott Giacomin uses Maya, a3-D rendering program, to ~ild the Bell pavilion for the World's Fair.
recreation of the 1964-1965
World's·Fair. Users can navigate which sits on the site of the fair, demonstrates that"
all 648 acres and 140 pavilions of will house the second compoSarah Loewy, a senior comthe fair with the click of a nent of the project, additional puter science major, does promouse.
~teractive experiences for gramming for the project, She
"On one level, it is the preser- guests that will also be created said the project has allowed her
vation of cultural heritage atUCF.
.
to apply what she's learned in
online," Hughes said. "People
The third component is a classes while learning more
can experience the sights, series of public programs for about history.
sounds and activities of the '64- youths at the New York Hall of
''Working, under a historian·
'65 World's Fair in a virtual set- Science.
has taught me a lot about that
ting."
To create the 3-D world, Wal- time period that I wouldn't necThat year's World's Fair . ters and 1,ier team are collecting essarily have access to in terms
included exhibits from compa- old photogr~phs, slides, nega- of information," she said
nies like IBM and General tives, brochures, booklets and
Nick Beato, a doctoral stuMotors. It also . featured other documents or souvenirs dent . studying computer sciMichelangelo's Pi.eta, and "It's a from the fair.
ence, said working on the proj- .
Small World," the attraction
Modelers ·restore the source ect is better than taking classes
wliich was moved to Disneyland materials and use Maya, a 3-D in terms of gaining experience.
when the fair closed
"If they have an opportunity,
modeling program, to recreate
Interconnections is geared the image. Those who con- all students should get on a projtoward youths ages 9 to 13 to tribute materials will have the ect that is more like the real
learn about STEM - Science, original returned to them along . world while they're in school, or
Technology, Engineering and with a digital copy.
they'll have no background or
Math.
Hughes said one challenge job knowledge when they hit
Laurie Walters, the principal . has been restoring photos with the job market," he said.
investigator for the project, said mold on them.
Hughes said the fact that he
students will be able to step off
"People leave the photos in visited the fair has not necessarof a Subway car and into the their basement, and what hap- ily benefitted the project in
World's Fair where they partici- pens in New England?" he said terms of having specific memopate in activities that teach sci- ''We've got to make the photos ries, but has in terms of passion.
ence lessons about subjects like as clean as possible for peopl~."
-''When things are personal,
gravity and friction.
The intersection of different there's more passion."' Hughes
Walters said there are three disciplines inakes the project said. "There's a want to bring it
components to Interconnec- unique.
back."
tions, The first part is the con;i.The project is partially fund''The world ofart and science
pleted virtual world, which will aren't as disconnected as every- ed by a $1.47 million National
.be available online .for users to one thinks they are," Walters Science Foundation grant and is
download.
said ''There's art in science and expected to be completed in
Toe Qµeens Museum ofArt, science in art and this project 2012.
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CORRECTION
In the April 5 issue of
the
Central Florida
Future, in the article
headlined
"Grappling
with victory," the centerpiece photograph as well
as the photograph on
page A3 were taken by
Future
photographer
Austyn Bynon
If you spot a mistake in
the Future, please e-mail us
at CFF.Editor@Gmail.com
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Zero percent chance of
MOSTLY
SUNNY

rain. South wind around 12 mph.

High:86°

Tonight: Cloudy into the evening.
South southwest wind around 10
mph.

Low:66°

s

Friday

High:75°

EARLY SHOWERS

Low:58°

Saturday

High:78°

PARTLY CLOUDY ·

Low:61°

..
One free copy of the Central Florida °Future
permitted per issue. If available, add~ional
copies maybe purchased from our office with
prior approvalfor $1 each. Newspaper theft
is aaime. Violators may be subject to civil
and criminal proseartion and/or
University discipline.
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AUDITION

Looking for singer to sing at Special ·Extravagant
Events at Central Florida Entertainment Venues.
Check out our Classifieds,
online and in ·print!

L888916S

ICIIGH!i.w

WHEN: Friday, April 9, 2010
'TIME: 6:30 p.m. -9:30 p.m.
WHERE: Valencia Community College - EAST Campus
Building 3, room 124 - Choir Room
WHEN: Friday, April 23, 2010
TIME: 6:30 p.m. -9:30 p.m.
WHERE: Valencia Community College - WEST campus
Building 5, room 111 - Auditorium

and Race Book

TONIGHT
COllEGE NIGHTI

/

.,

FREE ADMISSION
$1 BEERS, $1 HOT ~OGS & $1 s,01s

.,

REGISIIR FIR • t PERFIRMIUICE.&WHlClY PRIZES
fflRY LIVE JAi-AW PEIFIRMANCE THRO IPR.1

•

16 bars of up tempo and a ballad.

Please contact:
james@rightnote.com
407.-230-6100
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Grad's film focuses
on family, redemption
FROM

Most UCF students report having some positive
coping mechanisms for dealing with stress.

Keys to Success: The Home Stretch •.•
Preparing for Finals
_· 1. Plan ahead•.• your day, your study plan
an~ your social life.
2. Stop destructive self-talk, and
. focus on facts... not anxious feelings.
3. Learn to say "no" and take time to relax.
4. Don't forg~t to maintain' your diet and
exercise plan to help deal with stress.

s~~•••,..~----~
. \

~~

5.t~~

"'"~~
402.823,.5130

STRESSLESS Workshops:
·
.

Alcohol Expectancy Challenge
April 6@2PM
WeHness Center Classroom

Relaxation Training:
Breathe In, Breathe Out

April 8 @ t _1 :30AM
The Annex (South Entrance
of the'Counseling Center)

(

/

Rel~ation Training:
Mindful Meditation
~pril 15 @ 11 ;30AM
The Annex {South Entrance

.

of the Counseling Center}

Guided Imagery
April 21 @ 3PM .
Wellness Ceqter Cldssroom

www.hs.ucf.edu

Al

One of Kitzinger's
professors and mentors
at UCF, Randy Finch,
said Kitzinger made an
impression on hini
because of her perseverance.
"She was totally committed to her film," Finch
s~id. "While pursuing
her vision, she never
wavered. To succeed as a
filmmaker, you've got to .
have a single-minded some might say stubborn
- dedication to see the
job through."
Kitzinger said the film_
focuses on issues of family and redemption. She ,
was inspired during a <;:ar
ride to UCF, where she
observed the behaviors
of a family in a nearby
vehicle.
In October, Kitzinger
traveled to California for
the LA femme Film Festival in Los Angeles, but
said Gasparilla was more
personal because it took
place near her hometown.
"It was a tremendous·
honor to play Gasparilla
because it felt like coming home," Kitzinger
said. "Titls film has been
a huge part of my life for
five years, and to be able
to bring it back to Tampa
Bay and share it with
some of the people that
made it possible was
wonderful."
The Gasparilla International Film Festiv;tl
just wrapped up its
fourth year, and there
were more than 6,000
attendees this year, ·
according to Charles
Moore, president of the
festival's board of directors.
"We have . quickly
, developed a national

•

COURTESY ERIN KITZ NGER

Erin Kitzinger poses with producer Jay Delaney, holding the Audience Award ·
they won for their film at the Gasparilla International Film Festival in Tampa.

reputation with our pro- - was ·only the beginning
graniming, so Erin's win of a long journey, which
at our festival, as a young will include travels to the .
filmmaker, is remark- Delray Beach Film Festiable," Moore said.
val and the Sunscreen
Kitzinger said the Film Festival in St.
Gasparilla Film Festival Petersburg in April.

A Friend Dies. Who Cares?

"II

,,

Toxic ·ctrinking is an epide mic on
campuses all across America.
It means consuming so much ·alcohol
the drinke r passes out. But while "sleeping
it off," the victim may b e quietly dying.
Whe n you come right down to it, students
the mse lves are the best ones to tackle
this proble m. So, in growing numbe rs,
Stony Brook students have joined togethe r
in the Red Watch Band move me nt.
Working with experts, they fine-tuned a
course in techniques to handle these
alcohol emerge ncies. Red Watch Band
membe rs ca n act fast, whe n every second
counts. They know the quick steps they
can take to rescue a passed-out student
from a drinking d eath, and can immediate ly
summon professional help. Everyone
completing the c ourse is given the
distinctive red watch for ide ntification.
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Since its inception at Stony Brook
University in March 2009, approximate ly
40 schools across the country have signed
on to imple me nt this lifesaving program.
To preve nt toxic drinking deaths, go to
redwatchband.org
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Taste around our new small plates
menu of 30 items from just $3

Disney's Online Job Fair!

April 11 - April 18
·t

HOU LI HAN'S

Dreams. That's what you'll find at the Walt Disney Worldii)
Resort. From our enchanted Theme Parks and world-class
hotels to our spectacular sh'ows and beloved characters, Walt ·
Disney World Cast ~!embers have a world of opportunity, and
take pride in turning dreams into realities. Make your dreams
come true by applying and interviewing online for . a
full-time, part-time or seasonal role April 11 - April 18!

I}

.,

RESTAURANT+

9150 International Dr.
2600

BAR .

I 407.363.0043

E'. C_o lonial Dr. I 407.894.3009

8520 W. lrlo Bron.son Memorials Hwy.

I 407.809.0900

1148 University Blvd. I 407.770.6990 ·
houlihans.com

)

Full-time, part-time and seasonal roles cu"ently available:

Quick Service Food & Beverage
Housekeeping • Deep-Water Lifeguard'
Bus Driver • Character Look-alike Performer
Custodial • Attractions • Merchandise
, Reservation Sales Agent

»

, JJ

,)

Apply. and interview online from .
April 11 - April 18'at
waltdisneyworld.jobs/jobfair
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Do you want to get
news and update s
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set ale rt.

1
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How Do IText UCFNEWS to 44636?
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The Student Newspaper at U(F 5ince 1968

f1i1 Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central

.QI Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list of

other info you can-get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know ~ hile on the go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply
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Space shuttle successfully docks with ISS
MARCIA DUNN
Associated Press

Space shuttle Discovery
successfully docked at the
International Space Station
early Wednesday, its astronauts overcoming a rare
antenna breakdown that
knocked out radar tracking.
Shuttle
commander
Alan Poindexter and his
crew relied on other navigation devices to approach
the orbiting outpost.
''You guys are looking
beautiful," Japanese space
station resident Soichi
Noguchi radioed as the
shuttle drew within 660
feet, loaded down with supplies.
The two spacecraft came
together 215 miles above the
Caribbean, precisely on
time.

It was only the second
time that a shuttle had to
dock with the space station
without any radar; the first
was 10 years ago.
Poindexter trained for
just such an event two
weeks ago. As he closed in
on the final ISO· feet, he
radioed, "It's a lot of fun."
Flight director Richard
Jones said the flying was
flawless. ''The crew made it
look easy," he told
reporters.
One of the first matters
of business for the 13 space
fliers - once the hatches
swung open - was transmitting detailed laser
images ofDiscovery to Mission Control in Houston.
Astronaut
Stephanie
Wtlson pocketed the computer hard-drive holding all
the wing and nose images

that were collected Tuesday, and handed it over as
·s oon as she crossed the station's threshold. The station
crew quickly started sending down the ftles, a lengthy
process expected to take all
morning. The antenna
breakdown prevented their
immediate relay to experts
on the ground for analysis.
NASA needs to scrutinize the data to make sure
Discovery suffered no
launch damage that could
jeopardize its re-entry on
April 18.
On a lighter note, Discovery's arrival also meant
that the world finally got to
see the seven shuttle astronauts in space.
The failure of Discovery's dish antenna shortly
after Monday's liftoff prevented the astronauts from

On Thursday, the
sending and receiving big damage.
A thermal tile appar- astronauts will move a
packages of information
during their first two days ently broke off the rud- giant cargo carrier from
in orbit. Video shots also der-speed brake seconds Discovery's payload bay
after liftoff. Mission man- and anchor it to the space
fell by the wayside.
The orbiting crowd agers were not overly station. That will make it
includes a record-setting concerned because. that easier to unload the sevfour women, three of whom area experiences little eral tons of supplies,
arrived on Discovery. There heating during re-entry. spare parts and science
are .eight Americans, three They hoped the laser experiments.
Then on Friday, two of
Russians and, for the first · images and backflip picthe
shuttle crew will perwould
provide
additures
time ever together in space,
tional insight into what form the first of three
two Japanese.
spacewalks to replace an
The
two
crews happened. .
old
ammonia tank outIn
addition,
about
embraced and shook hands
as they greeted one another. three small pieces of side the space station.
The space station is
".An hour before the foam insulation came off
linkup, Poindexter guided the fuel tank, too late in ,.nearly completed; only
Discovery through a slow the launch, though, to three shuttle missions
backflip so the station crew pose ariy danger to Dis- remain after this one to
wrap up its outfitting.
could photograph the shut- covery.
tle belly, using zoom lenses.
More than 360 close-up pictures were hustled down to
Mission Control so experts
Gravity helps keep us in shape by ta/ling us how strong our muscle$
could hunt for any.signs of and bones nBBd to be. How zero gravity affects our bodies:

Gravity: the invisible exerciser
On Earth
Muscles resist gravity,
helping body maintain
posture, stand upright
,,fif",'li -~

In space
Body senses there is no need
to maintain posture; muscles
atrophy, bones lose-density

.~

~,j

I
•Upto22
/
percent
volume lost ~ r
3 days In sryice

blcxxf

• Astronauts need about 2.5 houl'8 of exercise daily In apace
to maintain bone density and prevent muscle atrophy
Souroe:NASA

020CNIJ.c-r

Graphio: LeeHulteng

Heavy lifting in space
New exercise equipment being delivered to the space station py·the
space shuttle Endeavour Will help the crew stay fit while In spacs.
The Advanced Resistive Exercise Device
(ARED) uses vacuum to create exercise
resistanoe
-

ASSOCIATED PRESS

This TV image provided by NASA shows the pressurized mating adapter on Harmony nQde of the International Space Station as the shuttle is inches away from docking.

1be problem with - - -.......

• Muscles need resistance to develop
• Conventional weights would be weightless

Whyavacan
AREDinusa

• Piston movement within an airtight
space creates resistance

_Vacuum cyllndel9

• Abs&nse of gravity
causes muscles to
atrophy and bones
to lose densily

• Astronauts need
about 2.5 hours of
exercise dally y,flile
In space to counteract
atrophy, bone loss

..~=~ ·J!lbeu
- ~··...
-
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Insurance
is
key
NORML supports rule change
•
to
begin
program
FROM

FROM

•
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According to Green,
the program is talcing out a
liability insurance policy
to cover accidents.
KnightDrive will be
funded by the Student
Government Association
and Activity and Service
Fee funds.
Brock said this is a
great example of SGA
iii
using its funding for the
betterment of students.
Sgt. Troy Williamson,
community
relations
if
supervisor for the UCF
Police Department, said
he hopes SGA has taken
l)
all of the precautions necessary to be safe.
"If it works and keeps
the DUis down low, that's
u perfect," Williamson said.
'½.nything that will help
reduce DUis in Orange
and Seminole County is a
·J plus."
Jared Mitchell, a man- ·
ager at Lazy Moon Pizza,
works most Friday nights
from ll p.m. to 3 a.m. and
watches intoxicated students come and go frequently.
"It wouldn't surprise .
me if someone got hit in
our parking lot," Mitchell
1
said. ''A lot of people get
behind the wheel and
think they are fine. Hope.,) fully this program will
make students think
twice.''
·
The restaurant is just a
) short walk away from four
of UCF's most popular
bars.
Matt Merdian, a generl al manager at FUBAR,
agrees with the general
concept of KnightDrive.
"FUBAR supports all
programs that help a ~ver get home safely," Merdian said.
He is concerned about

•

malcing sure the students
involved are qualified to
drive other people, however.
"Some students can't
handle loud obnoxious
people in the backseat
while they are trying to
take someone .home safely," Merdian said. ~
KnightDrive is modeled after the Texas A&M
CARPOOL program and
Western Michigan University's program. The
operational boundaries
will stretch as far as a
three-mile radius from the
center of campus. The
program consists of 50
volunteers.
"KnightDrive does not
take their patrons to
another bar," Brock said.
"KnightDrive's sole purpose is to take their
patrons home."
There are several quali.fications to become a safe.ride driver. All drivers
must be over the age of 21,
have a clean record and a
background check:
SGA will be renting six
cars at a time from Avis
Rental Company and will
make sure all vehicles are
handicap accessible.
Although .students will
not be getting paid to
drive, the top four KnightDrive members will be
compensated with scholarships of $250, Brock said.
KnightDrive has been
at the starting line several
times before, and Brock is
aware that it might stall
again. However, he is
determined to get it running before he leaves UCF.
"This _program is vit.a l
to the student body,"
Brock said. "It will work If
this is the last thing I do
before I leave UCF, it will
be to have KnightDrive up
and. running."

Al

Health Matters

the recommendation made by the
committee, and then approval of
Maribeth Ehasz, vice president of
Student Develop~ent and EnrollAn evkJence.based system proposed by Britjsh researchers for ranking a
ment Services.
drug's harmfulness ,ates marijuana as less harmful than many legal drugs.
"The review will accept, reject or
Wllat research sa,s
modify the recommendation," said
Rates drugs on a scaJe of o to 3 tor three factors in each of three
Grant Heston, assistant vice presicategories; higher numbers equal more harmful rating
dent of UCF News & Information.
Total
(Out of possible
"In this instance, UCF will manage
i) points)
this review as it does all others, and
. . . 8.32
Physical harm
2.78
will communicate the result once a
• Aalte, chronic,
Cocaine
decision has been reached.''
The Golden Rule Review Comintravenous
2.33
mittee is composed of students, as
Risk of dependency
well as members of the administra• Pleasure, psychological Alcollol
..,·,...,...,..,,,_..
tion, and is responsible for recom- •
dependence. physical
1.4
, 5.54
II\ending update.s for the Golden
dependence
Tabacce
Rule.
111114.87
The Golden Rule acts as UCF's
Social costs
• Intoxication, social
official handbook for rules and reghann,heaJth-.care
ulations students must follow.
11114.0
costs
Brittany Lane, a student who sat
in on the meetings as an ex-officio
member, said that she feels the
What laws sa, •••
· committee made the correct deci- · _inlbeU.S.
•..and in the U.K.
sion.
Some claim the ABC system does not give
Under the Controlled
"Some of the issues that came up
specific information about a drug's risks
Substances Act of 1970,
were very complex and touched
marijuana is classified as
Class A
• Heroin
• Cocaine
upon some of the systemic issues
a Schedule I StJbstaree•
(mosthannlul) • LSD
•
Ecstasy
with the Golden Rule as a whole,
caJego,y
.
Some of 1he drugs
but the committee chose to follow
• Crystal
• Magic
included in Schedule I
meth
mushrooms
respectable logic ... " Lane said
(a felony)
~~
While the original proposal for
forabdse;
Class A/8 • Amphetamines
the April 1 decision was filed on
•Heroin
no c:um!ftlly
March 18, the process of fighting for· •LSD
• Ketamine
CfassC
1¥8;
·~)uana
equalization has been lengthy.
ladlol981ety
•Ecstasy
foruteuider
An equalization referendum
Source: BBC, Medical News Today,
medical .
•llarijuatal
Advi&oly Council on the Misuse of Drugs
went to the student vote in Februaupervisiol'I
Graphic: Lee Hulleng
,o 2010 MCT
ary 2008 during the Student Government 'Association presi~ential
elections and passed by 57.77 per- to keep their opinions abou.t mari- debate on marijuana," Smith said
cent.
juana itself out of the debate.
.
Smith said that NORML will be
The referendum said: "Do you
"Most of the debate this year was conducting a photo petition to pressupport revising the Golden Rule to very objective," Lane said. ''I was ent to Ehasz before her decision on·
include an equal maximum punish- pleased that most committee mem- the rule change.
ment guideline for minor,, on-cam- hers did not discuss their personal
The photo petition will consist
pus marijuana and alcohol offenses feelings about cannabis and instead of_ malcing a paper speech bubble
for first, second and third time · respected the democratic support and asking students if they support
offenses, as defined by the Office of of the student body."
the equalization rule. I:f they do, a
Student Conduct?''
Tyler Smith, president of the member of NORML will take their
I:a December 2008, the Golden UCF chapter of the National Orga- photo with the speech bubble.
Rule Review Committee met a 3-3-1 nization for the Reform of MarijuaStudents can also get their photo
stalemate vote on the topic ofequal- na Law and SGA senator, said he taken at the NORML table in front
izing marijuana and alcohol That worked hard to frame the debate as of the Student Union frotn 10 am.
policy was presented by then SGA not a battle between students and until 2 p.m., Monday through
Senator Brendon Rivard
administration, but rather a chance Thursday.
During the recent equalization to work together.
''Hopefully we'll have a stack of
"There were some people who photos to drop off and show her,"
debate, Lane said, members of the
committee and audience were able don't understand the nature of the Smith said

Dmg rankings differ
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Door-to-door census collection starts on May 1
FROM

A1

would be counted by housing department employees.
"I was just talking to my
mom about that because
they have gotten theirs but
I haven't gotten one,"
Caitlin Stephens, a sophomore psychology major,
said.
"I think I'm supposed to
because it says not to count
anyone who is away at college so my mom didn't
count me."
Some students said they
hadn't heard of the census
and didn't know what it
was for.
Karlee Levinson, ~ sociology major, said she had
received a census form but
was not planning to fill it
out.
"I don't know why it's

important," she said.
According to the Orlando Sentinel, the U.S. Cen. sus Bureau is advising people who have not received a
form to wait until April 12
to request a questionnaire
or pick one up at an assistance center.
On May 1, census takers
will begin going door-todoor to collect information
from p~ople who have not
sent in forms.
.
census, which has
been held every 10 years
since George Washington
was president in 1790, is
used to decide how many
representatives a state has
in Congress and the state
Legislature, and how much
of the $400 billion services
such as hospitals, job training centers, schools, senior
centers, emergency servic-

' The

•

Lindblade, Lilly Maxwell, Tim McGowan and Liset
es, bridges, tunnels and naires.
other public work projects
Lorraine
Comillie, Maria Parada, NicQle Valle-Jimenez also conwill receive in funding.
Adrienne Cutway, Allison Schoen, Chelsea St. John, tributed to this report.
A state can lose between
$850 to $1,400 for every resident who is not counted,
according to the U.S. Census Bureau Web site.
As of April 1, about 52
A few Americans say they will not or may not participate in this jUJT"s
percent of households had
census. Who the resisters are. according to a Pew Resea«:h Center slUdy.
mailed their census forms,
according to the Web site.
How likely are you to participate in Ille census?
"It wouldn't make sense
to not fill it out if you get
Definitely will
68%
Age 1~29
one," health science major
Daniel Bukunus said
30-49 3&% .
"They come and knock at your door three times if
50-64 - 9%
you don't," he said. "It's
-·---·---------........
more of a hassle not to."
65+- _ 9%
Teiephone assistance
Might or
centers will be open from 8
mightnot 5%
am. to 9 p.m. every day
63%
White*
through July 30 to provide
········-·--·-········-----census forms or help with
Probably
. Black* 1111% .
will not 4%
filling out the question-

Resisting the census

- 4%

I

I

•••••J••••••••·-···· · · · - - - - - - - - -

Hispanic Definitely
will not

...,
• 79

~ la

--------------·- ---Don't know

19%

11%

Republican

-

15%

~emocrat -

NOTE: Two pereem of respondents
already C001pfeted the fmm
·Non·-Hispanic

35%

lnde-nt lllEJI

-, 1. !YesD%- ~1 i

· Will the Census Bureau keep

personal information confidential?

r-='tknow.

Yes61%

: Does Ute census ask fol' IIIOi'e

! information than Ille

(I

.

: government really needs?

-No 29%

NOTE:

Percentages may
not equal 100 due
to rounding

_

.

~

4'%

•

Source: Pew Resean:h Centerfelephooe, SIIMl)"of US. 1,SOOackdls . MaR:ll 10-14;
margin of enor. +/- 3 percentage points

, Graphic: Chicagp Tribune
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i:::L Online Degrees

Campus Degrees
Bachelor's

M aster's

Comput er Animation
Digital Arts & Design
Entertainment Business
Film
Game Art
Game Development
Music Business
Recording Arts
Show Production
Web Design & Devel'!pm ent

Entertainment Business
Gam e Design

Associate's
Graphic Design
Recording Engineering

M aster's

Bachelor's

Creative Writing
Education Media Design &Tech nology
Entertainment Business
Entertainment Business:

Computer Animation
Enterta inment Business
GameArt
Game Design
· Graphic Design
Internet M arketing
Music Business
Music Production
Web Design & Development

with a Sports Management Elective Track

Internet Marketing
Media Design

fullsail.edu/ CreativeMinds
407.679.6333 • 3300 University Boulevard • Winter Par!<, FL 32792

t

Financial aid availal>I• to those who qualify• Career development assistance • Accredited University, ACCSC • t02010 Full Sail, tnc.
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WHEN IT COMES· TO-BEDROO.M S , & WALK-IN C·L OSETS
.

APR-I L 16
J

.

.

I . PARTYGRAS _I .The

Village @$cien·ce Dr

I

1-6p,m

.

APRIL 17.. ·1 · BATTLE OF _THE BAND$"\

I

A·laf~ya· Club

I

2-7pm · \

~:,ir,

LIVE
REMOTE FROM -106.7FM .
.

FREE FOOD, GIVEAWAYS, PRIZES & FUN

OVER 200 SQ FT OF PRIVATE BEDROOMS ,
& .WALK-IN CLOSETS
.,

LOOK, LEASE & SAVE -$299 WITH ZERO DOWN
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FOR ONLINE RECAPS OF BASEBALLS WEEKEND ROAD SERIES VS. SOUTHERN MISS, GO TO WVv!lll'.UCFNEVv.\ (U:·:
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WRAP

Knights corral rival Bulls on road
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

COLLEGE

UCONN GOES UNDEFEATED
FOR SECOND STRAIGHTTITLE
SAN ANTONIO - His team whipped
like never before, Connecticut coach
Geno Auriemma walked offthe court at
halftime so slowly that there was no
one else around him.
His left hand was on his hip, his eyes
were straight down. His mind was
churning with thoughts of how to snap
his club out of its funk.
Leave it to Maya Moore to take care
of that.
Moore scored 11 points during a17-2
run to start the second half ofthe
national championship game, a burst
that put the Huskies back in control and
on their way to a53-47 victory over
Stanford Tuesday night.
The win, their record-stretching 78th
. straight, capped the greatest two-year
run in women's college basketball
history and earned Auriemma a much
better way off the court - on the
shoulders of his players.
·
"I've never been prouder of agroup of
young people;' Auriemma said."How
they fought back today. It was easy for
them to pack it in. People wondered,
'What are you going to do the first time
we're in aclosegame?'We reacted how
champions react."

CFF ARCHIVE

Senior OF Shane Brown picked up his49th career double.in UCF's 7-3 win over USFTuesdayinTampa.
Brown was 2for Swith three RBI and is hitting .443 with 27 RBI so far this season for the Knights.

At this point last season in
Terry Rooney's first year, the UCF
baseball team had nine wins
through 30 games.
· The Knights (19-12) had all but
doubled their wins at this juncture
entering Tuesday night's road .
game against the University of
South Florida.
Fueled by placing runners in
scoring position in each of the
first eight innings, the Knights
avenged their loss last month to
the 1;3ulls by taking a 7-3 win at Red
McEwen Field in Tampa. USF (1316) won the matchup in Orlando
by shutting out UCF 4-0 on March
16.
Although UCF recorded its
fifth consecutiv~ midweek win,

senior left fielder Chris Duffy's
20-game hit streak came to ·an end
after he went O for 5 at the plate.
Right fielder Shane Brown and
center fielder Ronnie Richardson
combined to lead the Knights
with five RBI.
Brown recorded two of his
three RBI on the evening in the
top of the third inning. The Wmter Park native hit a two-out, two-run double down the right-field
line that scored designated hitter
Kevin Vasquez from second base, .
and shortstop Darnell Sween~y
from first Brown's double was the
49th of his career, placing him in a
tie for fifth place.
In the bottom of the inning, the
Bulls tied the game at tw9 with an •
RBI double and an RBI single,
PLEASESEE

TWO-OUT ON A11

-1sto
Sakey was destined for
greatness from start
NICOLE SAAVEDRA
StaffWriter

When senior Brock Sakey was named Conference USA'.s Freshman of the Year jn 2006,
head men's tennis coach Bobby Ca$hlilan knew
it was only a matter of time until Sakey added his
name to the record books.
"I knew he was going to be in the record
books for wins, but I didn't know where,'' Cashman said. ''I f'igured he'd be somewhere close to
tying or in the top five because he bad fl wins his
.freshman season."

DONAHUE TO BECOME NEXT
BC MEN'S BASKETBALL COACH
BOSTON - ·Steve Donahue, who led
Cornell to three straight Ivy League
titles and to the round of 16in this
NCAA tournament, was hired Tuesday
as Boston College'scoach. •
DonahueguidedtheBig ~ed to a295 record thisseason - themost wins
in Ivy history - and victories over
favored Templeand Wisconsin in the
NCAA tournament. Thefirst Ivy team to
reachtheround of 16 in morethan 30
years, Cornell lost to No. 1-seeded
Kentucky 62-45 in the regional
semifinals.
Donahue replacesAl Skinner, who
wasfired after 13 years in which he
became thewinningest coachin BC
history and took the Eaglesto seven
NCAA tournaments in nine years.
In announcing thedecision, BC
athleticdirector GeneDeFilippo said he
was looking for a moreexciting style of
play than the banging, Big East style
Skinnerfavored.
Theschool plannedanews
conference for Wednesday at its new
YawkeyAthletic Center instead of the
usual basketball postgameinterview
room at ConteForum. It alsosent an email announcing acampusrally after
thenews conference.
DeFilippo hopes hisnew coachwill
draw fansto theConteForum, where
attendance has declinedfor four ·
straight seasons. Thee-mail invited
fansmeet thecoachand proclai~ed a
"newerain BC men's basketball."
Donahuewent 74-117 in hisfirst
sevenseasonsat Cornell, whichhadn't
won theIvy titlesince 1988. The Big
Red went 16-12in 2006-07 and the
next year won thefirst ofthree straight
Ivy championships. That brokeastring
in which Penn and Princeton won or
shared every leaguetitlebut1hree
since1969.

Now, Cashman bas his answer.
Sakey bas recorded 82 singles victories at
UCF, placing him well beyond the previous
record of75 wins. Sakey found out he bad broken
the record after his 80th victqry in a match
against Denver in late March, and admits that he
was pretty sw:prised
"There's been a lot of great players here
through the years and to be mentioned with
·them is pretty special, and I really had no clue
that I was getting close to it," Sakey said "When
coach told me, I was pretty shocked. It just kind
of shows the commitment my teammates have
had and that my coaches have bad
"It's not just saying something about me, it's
saying something about the whole team and
how good the program is right now."
.
When Sakey began his career at UCF, he.
never anticipated the success that would follow.
As a freshman, he was expected, to predollli,nate,. .....,.,,.~.....,_....,
If play doubles, but ended up playing every singles match that year.
,. '11 just worked really bard l,ecause ~was- ,
n't ~ure if I would make the singles lineups
because r hadn't played a lot of tournaxnents
coming in." Sakeysaid. "I used tQat as motivation
to drive me to WOik hard the summer comingm ·
and that.tan I reallypushedmyselfeverypi'actice
to be in as good 9f shape as possible.''
Sakey's strong freshman
patlayed into
sophomore success. He won 11 singles and 15 ·
doubles matches as a soph~ and ·during
his junior year, helped the team defeat
UAB in the opening round ofthe confer!

.,

season

e1lCe tournament.

''That was the dedditig match

PwsESEE. SAIE'l ON AM
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Two-out hits lead to victory
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picked up a walk against
rival USE
A sacrifice fly from the
Bulls in the bottom of the
seventh cut the Knights'
lead to4-3.
Richardson, who had
two RBI in the game, left
his mark in the top of the
eighth. The freshman
stepped up to the plate
with two outs, a one-run
lead and the bases loaded
Taladay scored on a wild
pitch• to give UCF a 5-3
lead. The freshman then
cleared the bases with a
two-run triple that scored
second baseman Austin

before the Knights retook
the lead in the top of the
sixth, tacking on five more
runs to secure their 51st
win in the series. The
Bulls . lead the all-time
series 55-51.
Third baseman Chris
Taladay gave UCF a 3-2
lead on a single that
scored catcher Ryan Breen
from second base. Earlier,
Breen doubled to left-center field with one out to
put himself in scoring
position. Breen, a freshman from Palm City, Fla.,
went 2 for 3 from the plate,
scoring a run and drawing
two walks in the game. .
Brown stepped up to
bat once again in the seventh, and·like he did in the
third, plated a run with a
clutch two-ou( hit that
scored pinch hitter Beau
Taylor from second base.
In total, the Knights
scored six runs in two-out·
situations. Taylor scored
twice in the game and

Johnston and Taylor from
second and third
Pitcher Brendan Dobbins got his third start of
the season and went four
innings. Dobbins allowed
two runs on seven hits and
struck out six batters. He
faced some trouble in the
third inning by giving up
two runs on three hits, but
came through in the
fourth when he got out of a
bases-loaded jam and did
not allow a run. ·
Nick Cicio took the ball
in the fifth inning and
pitched '2.1 innings and
recorded the win; his third

of the season, to improve
to 3-2. Cicio allowed one
run on three hits while
striking out four Bulls.
Rooney called on Matt
. Manning early in the seventh inning to shut down
the Bulls. Facing some
trouble, Manning was able
to get out of the inning
after USF had runners on
second and third with one
out. The redshirt senior
got out of the bind after
giving up a sacrifice fly
and getting the third out
on a grounder. Manning
picked up his third save of
the season.

OUTSIDE OF THE BOX SCORE
DUFFY MAN SAYS"OH NO!"
Chris Duffy's 20-hit streak came to an
end against USF as he went 0-5 with
two strikeouts. His streak was tied for
third longest in UCF history. ·

~ ~ ~ ~ SmoijngHo.t

~ ~""lllll~

Brown-ies:

~

Leadoff man Ronnie
Richardson led the
Knights against USE
He put the game out
of reach with his 2run triple in the top of
the eighth.

Shane Brown has had
a multi-hit game in
22 of his last 31
games. He was Hor·
5with a double and
three key RBI.

UNIVERSl'IY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
·cENTER

AlO

"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
ttours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted ·
\

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road-and Alafaya.)
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TWO BAGGERS CENTRAL
Shane Brown's double in the third
inning was the 49th in his career,
locking him in atie for fifth-place in
all-time UCF history.

Double R
leadsUCF:

me look at the game from a to keep our mind on that, enjoy it and rm not going
different perspective."
that we are a great-team to do anything half-heartCashman believes that and that we have the edly. If I'm going to do
and everybody was watching," Sakey said of clinch- watching, instead of play- potential to make a run something, I'm going to do
. ing the match with a three- ing, helped shape Sakey and win," Sakey said
it the right way:'
set victory. 'M of my into the captain he is today.
But Sakey hasn't only
Arriving at UCF with a
"That's helped hiI'n succeeded on the court, big serye and forehand
teammates rushed on the
court and made it pretty grow, not only as a tennis he's also succeeded in the four years ago, he worked
special for me."
player, but also as a leader," classroom.
He
has to add pieces to his game.
.Sakey's senior season Cashman said. "He sees received C-USA Commis- It was evident Sakey was
was cut short by a shot4der what we are trying to sioner's Academic Honor among the most competi-injury that put him out of accomplish here."
Roll accolades since his tive and hard-working athcommission for almost
Sakey received his med- freshman season and is letes that Cashman had
four months.
ical redshirt and is current- used to balancing his work ever coached - evidence
"It was really frustrating . ly 12-3 in _singles play as the on the court and in the that is right there in the
because it was my senior team heads into its final classroom. ·
record books.
year and I wasn't sure if I two dual matches before
"I try to keep every"He's proven himself
was going to be able to get the postseason. And with it thing in perspective. I like every year, athletically and
a medical redshirt and fin- fastly approaching, Sakey to have a lot of fun, academically," Cashman
ish the way I wanted to," believe:; that the team has whether it's on the court or said." "...You can't ask for
Sakey said ''But sitting on the ability to make a run in the classroom, so I've anything more of a player
the sideline really made for the conference champi- -t ried to make the best of or as a coach then for a guy
me appreciate being on the onship.
whatever situation rm in," to achieve his full poten''My job as a captain is said Sakey. "I just try to tial:'
court·and really just made

;

-

THREE STARS OF THE UCF-USF MATCHUP

Sakey excelling on and off the court
FROM

ATI

.

•
•
•

•
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' Sports briefs

Jones adds former Marshall coaches to staff
Men's basketball

I

New UCF men's basketball coach Donnie Jones
filled out his coaching staff
Tuesday afternoon, hiring
all four former assistants
from his staff at Marshall.
Shawn Finney, Brett Nelson and Darren Tillis were
hired as assistant coaches,
while Tim Thomas was ·
named the director of basketball operations. All four,
along with coach Jones,
helped lead Marshall to ·a
24-10 record in 2009-10 and
a program record 11-5 record
in Conference USA play.
"I am extremely excited
to have Shawn, Brett, Darren and Tim join me at
UCF,'' Jones said in a press
release. "They all bring
excellent experience, a tire.-

less work ethic, and a passion for the game to our
program. Having worked
with me at Marshall, they
have a great understaridir,J.g
of the system that we will
implement here at UCF."
All have previous coaching experience, highlighted
by Finney, who served as an
assistant under Tubby
Smith at Tulsa, Georgia and
Kentucky. After his stint
with · the Wildcats, he
served as the head coach of
the Tulane Green Wave
from 2000-05.
Jones was hired as the
head coach of the Knights
back on Mar. 29.
- RYAN BASS

Football
Two more UCF football

games will be nationally
televised, upping the
Knights' total to five for the
2010 season.
Monday, ~onference
USA announced UCF's
home games against North
Carolina State Sept. 11, and
C-USA rival Southern Miss
Nov.13 will be broadcast by
CBS College Sports.
Previously, ESPN selected three UCF games to
broadcast on its network
UCF's Oct. 6 home contest versus UAB and its
road game at Marshall will
air on ESPN, and the team's
Nov. 5 road game at Houston will air on ESPN2.
The Knights· open their
2010 campaign at home
Sept, 4 against South Dakota and will also host NC

I

st aightforward taxes?

State Sept. 11, UAB
Wednesday Oct. 6, Rice
Oct. 23, East Carolina
Oct. 30 and Southern
Miss Nov. 13.
UCF will be on the
road Sept. 18 against Buffalo, Sept 25 versus
Kansas State, Wednesday
Oct. 13 at Marshall, Friday
Nov. 5 against Houston,
Nov. 20 at Tulane and
Nov. 27 to take on Memphis.
- WILLIAM PERRY

Men's golf
The UCF men's golf
team wrapped up its sixth ·
top-10 finish of the season
Tuesday at the BancourpSouth Intercollegiate in
Mississippi.
The tournament took
place at the par-72
Reunion Golf and Country Club in Madison,
Miss. The Knights finished in a tie for seventh
in the 15-team field, just

two strokes out of a ti!! for
fifth, but 30 strokes
behind
22nd-ranked
North Florida at 18under-par 846.
Totirnament host, Ole
Miss, finished in third.
University of Florida
senior Tyson Alexander
took medalist honors for
the first time in his career
with an 11-under-par 205
total, one shot cle·ar of
teammate and fellow senior Tim ·McKenney. The
three Florida universities
that competed finished in
the top seven, and six of
the top-IO individuals were
·from Florida schools.
The Knights' underclassmen shined . the
btightest in this particular
tournament. The best
individual performance
on the team went to sophomore Brad Schneider,
,who shot an even-par 216
to place in a five-way tie
for 12th in the 75-player

•

field. Right behind him on
the leaderboard was teammate, and fellow sophomore, Connor Arendell,
who shot a I-over-par 217
to finish in five-way·t ie for
17th. Freshman Reid Mar- .
tin rounded out the
Knights' top-30 finishers
with a 4-over-par 220 to
tie for 28th.
Senior Simon Ward
shot a 7-over-par 223 to .
finish tied for 43rd.
Junior Nuno Henriques
was UCF's most consistent player during the fall
season, finishing in either
1st or 2nd on the team in
every tournament, but
Henriques
shot
an
uncharacteristic 11-overpar 227 to tie for 58th.
The ·t ~ gets a two
week break before it
hosts the Conference
Championship
USA
April 25-27 in _Sorrento.

•
•

•••
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UCF men's basketball coach Donnie Jones hired four former Marshall assistants Tuesday to fill out his coaching s~.

Knights Plan .........,........ $699.00
l)nlimited mea1s to use at Marketplace.
Includes $50 Dining Dollars.

.,,.

Any 15..... ;.~.-.................$609.00'
15 meals/week to use at Markeplac~.
I dud s .$50 .Dining DoHars. ·

-.,

Pegasus Block 50 .... ~..... $43 .00

••

50 meals/semester to use at Marketplace.
· Includes $50 Dining Dollars:
·--.....__,:,.,,,

-

Pegasus Block 25.......... $24 9 .50
25 meals/semester to use qt Marketplace. -:Includes $50 Dining Dollars.

,.

•
•
•
"UCF Dining Services"

twitter..com/ucfdining

Facebook: '~UCF ·Dining .
· Sustainabilityn

4000 Central Florida Blvd. SRC 109 Orlando, Florida 32816 407-823-2651

Fax: 407-823~053
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COURTESY STEPHANIE COHEN

Partidpants in October's TOMS event marched with members of Hanson in order to raise money for the nonprofit, which donates shoes to impoverished countries that need them.

Charity joins with 1,000 other schools in barefoot day
JENNIFER ROSS
StaffWriter

Students participating in the TOMS
Shoes "One Day Without Shoes" event
will walk to class barefoot Thursday.
They will be joining more than 1,000
schools participating in the event, which
asks people around the world "to experience a life without shoes firsthand, and to
help spread awareness of the impact a
simple pair of shoes can bring to a child's
life," according to TOMSshoes.com.
Since it was established in 2006,
TOMS Shoes has been using the "One for
One" model to give one pair of shoes to a
child in need for every pair they selL The
company has .h ad "shoe drops" in several
locations around the world including
Argentina, Africa and India.
Thursday, members of UCF's TOMS
Shoes club will gather at the Reflecting
Pond from noon to 5 p.m. to spread the
word about TOMS Shoes and paint the
bare feet of students participating in the
One Day Wrthout Shoes event. Students
are encouraged to bring blank T-shirts,
which can be stenciled for $2. The proceeds will be donated to TOMS Shoes,
said Stephanie Cohen, club president
''We're just trying to ~courage people

COURTESY STEPHANIECOHEN

Grad student Stephanie Cohen, freshman Kyle Sapp and sophomore Emily McGone work with UCF's TOMS Shoes club.

to understand what it's like for other people to go without shoes," Cohen said "I'm
looking forward to being able to spread
the word about TOMS and help .spread

awareness somehow to really impact
kids' lives and eliminate [podoconiosis]."
PLEASE SEE

SHOES ON A15

Danciilggives ~deserved second shots at fame
Those of you who read
my column regularly lmow
by now that I'Iil a big proponent of manliness.
Usually, it's pretty clear
whether an activity one
partakes in is manly or not
Lifting weights, having
awesome sideburns;-wearing puka shell necklaces,
all these activities are
manly. Hugs, ice skating
and gymnastics are not.
Then you have dancing.
Dancing is entirely what
you make of it.
Greats like Fred Astaire,
Michael Jackson, and
\,':'

abomination lmown as

Dancing with the Stars.

AUSTIN FOWLER
Columnist

1\rrbo from "Breakin' "
were definitely manly with
their craft. If all of America
watched and appreciated
the aforementioned forms
ofboogie, then there
wouldn't be a problem;
however, the world has the

I don't want to see
celebrities dance unless
they are celebrities
because they can dance.
Emmitt Smith should be
scoringtouchdowns,Laila
Ali should be lmocking
chicks out, and Kate Gosselin should be popping
out more babies.
If celebs must go on television and embarrass
themseives, then the world
should give me an opportunity to fine tune the
show.

1. Broader Punishment

2: Havana Nights.
·"Fowler, I loved that
Losers should face largmovie."
er scale punishment and
No. You didn't.
humiliation for losing or
stinking up the joint Sure
2. Stephen Hawking
being banished from the
I originally wasn't
show and forced to get
even going to explain
made fun ofby fumny
. myself. Whenever HawkKimmel is bad, but we
could do better. Incorporat- ing is involved, hilarity
ensues. Just think about
ing the Apollo clown is
the possibilities. I'm sure
always a good decision I
originally thought someone there will be protest
because he's in a wheeltap dancing on the losers
skull might be entertaining, chair, but not allowing
him to participate is both
but I settled on this: Losers
must sit through an entire
PLEASESEE ADD 0~ A15
screenin~ of Dirty Dancing

(.
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"ROCK 'N' ROLL FANS OF EVERY GENDER ANO
GENERA liON Will iOENliFY WiTH THis:'
-A.O. Scott, llfE NEW YORK TIMES

"THiS iS AN ANTHEM TO THOSE YOUNG WOMEN
WHO WOULDN'T TAKE NO FOR AN ANSWER~
-Thelma Adams, US WW!LY

·"STEWART AND FANNING HAYE
NEVER BEEN STRONGER:'
-Ml<hael Phillips, CHICAGO TRIBUNE

"'THE RUNAWAYS' GETS EVERYTHING RIGHT:'
-Mick LtSalle, SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

"i LOVE ROCK 'N' ROLL
ANO THiS MOVIE!"
-Jan Wahl, KCBS AM/FM,
SAH FRANCISCO.

"SEE iJ!"
-A.O. Scott and

· Michael Phillips,

ATllfE MOVIES

AMC PLEASURE
ISlAND24

•
•
•
•

.c,

STARTS FRiDAY, APRil 9
AMC UNIVERSAL
CINEPLEX20

Downtown Disney Exit

Universal Cltywalk

(8881 AMC-4FUN

(8881 AMC-4FUN

REGAL WINTER PARK

Vll1AGE20

~i~~g~~ltG'6";i5#

PLAZA CINEMA CAFE
155 S. Orang.a Avenue
(2nd LevelL Ortando
(407) 982-5444

Peacock shows local color

l

BECKY JACKSON
Staff Writer

Mills Avenue is a
famous local strip that
houses the Orlando
Museum of Art and veteran dive bar Will's Pub, but
there's one more local
treasure with a crowd and
atmosphere as eclectic as
its name: The Peacock
Room. ·
The lounge is so hidden away that once you
find it, you have to park
and enter through the
back of the building.
The three-room bar
has a mix oflocal and purchased art with ambient
lighting and house. music
to give off a swanky, local
feel
"I come to this bar
every Tuesday and
Thursday night because I
can't think of anywhere
better to hang out at in
Orlando," said Peacock
patron, Caitlin Sullivan.
"Nothing beats this awesome crowd ofpeople, the
good drinks .and the service.,! really like how every
month the art changes
and that there's no cover
to get in during the week."
The entrance to the
bar opens up into the
main area where the
majority of the crowd
hangs out. The walls in
the main area are filled
with work from local
artists, which changes
every four weeks.
The only bar is located
in the main room, and
· despite the crowd, the
service is quick and the
prices are reasonable.
Daniel Matos, a senior
Englis)l major, ordered a
vodka cranberry his first
time at the bar, and was
impressed with how
quickly' he was served.
"I walked right up and
it took about two minutes
for the bartender to .CO-llle
up to me," Matos said.
''The service is.great and I
like the atmosphere of

(

( ,

},

THE PEACOCK ROOM
MARTINI SPECIALS
Flavors include Rirtini, Geisha-tini,
Chocolate Banana Split, Banana
Upside Down Cake and S'more.

••
I '

ARTSHOWS
Beginning May 18,Charles
Marklin\"Girls of Color'' will be
displayed for four weeks.

LOCATED AT 1231 N. MILLS AVE.

G

Formorephotos
from Peacock:
www.UCFNews.com

this bar."
The second room of
the bar offers a better
lounge area with couches
and chairs. The only
downside is the DJ booth,
which is located in the
lounge, making it difficult
to hold conversation.
The lounge connects
to the venue portion of
the bar where local and
visiting bands play. The
venue is the only room
with doors separating it
from the rest of the bar.
The Peacock Room
opened in January 2001
and has been a growing
local hot spot ever since,

PHOTOS BY EMRE KELLY / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Top, The Peacock Room's lounge is decorated with artwork that is displayed on
a four-week rotation.Above, a mural by artist and co-owner of Metro Finishes,
Andrew Spear, overlooks the lounge.

said manager and bartender Tania Bernard.
The bar is open seven
days a week, with happy
hour Monday through
Friday from 4:30 p.m. to 7

0

p.m. · Tuesday iS· ladies
night with two for one
domestics and well
drinks, which Bernard
said is the bar's most popular night.
.:,,

•
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Shoes can help prevent severe disease

IA

FROM

Courtesy 20th Century Fox

DATENIGHT (PG-13)

•

Mild-mannered married couple Phil
(Steve Carell) and Claire (Tina Fey)
fear their relationship may be falling
into a stale rut. During th~ir weekly
date night, they impetuously steal a
dinner reservation, which leads to a
case of mistaken identity. Turns out
the reservation was for a pair of
thieves, and now a number of
unsavory characters want Phil and
Claire killed.
Directed by: Shawn Levy
Starring: Steve Carell, Tina Fey, Mark
Wahlberg, James Franco, Leighton Meester.

·"

The BladeWaters of Echo's Pond
(R) 12:50 3:10 5:408:0010:2012:45am

Date Night
I'

A15
',

(P&-13) 11:45am 12351:05 2:203:05 3:35
4:55 5:25 5:50 7:15 7:45 8:159:3010:0010:30
11:5012:35am 12:50am

Letters to God
(PG) 12:30 4:207:2010:10

AB

Podoconiosis is a severe
swelling of the feet that
develops after walking on
silica-rich soil with no
shoes. More than 1 million
people are suffering from
the disease, which could
have been prevented with
shoes.
Cohen, who is earning ·
her master's in social work,
said members of UCF's
TOMS Shoes club will be
participating in barefoot
walks at 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Thursday. The :w~ will
begin at the Reflecting
Pond and students will
cover a mile-long route. .
The last barefoot walk
the club hosted was. in
October, and there were ·
more than 500 participants, Cohen said. Hanson
played a set on campus and
led the w,alk, which
stretched from the John T.
Washington Center to the
UCFArena
"This is going to be a lo~

THE LOW-DOWN
TOMS SHOES
Range from $44 to $68,and with
every purchase,TOMS donates a
pair to a child in need.
More than 400,000 pairs have
been donated since TOMS
___, began.

ONE DAY WITHOUT SHOES .
Amulti-community event held
Thursday,April 8to raise .
awareness of podoconiosis.

smaller, but it's definitely
something we're looking
forward to because we'll be
able to talk to students
firsthand rather than just
Hanson fans," Cohen said.
Cohen said she remembers hearing complaints
about how hot the ground
was while they were crossing the street during the
barefoot walk with Hanson.
"I was just like, 'This is
why we're doing this.' "

Clash ofthe Trtans

.6

, (PG-13) 12:00 2:40 4:05 5:20 8:05 9:40 10:45
12:20am
Open Captioned Showtimes
1:007:05

Add Hawking,
improve ratings

Clash ofthe Trtans 3D
I<

(P&-13)11 :30am2:104:507:3510:15
12:50am

Tyler Perry's Why Did IGet Married Too?
(PG-13) 12:2012:55 3:154:407:257:5010:05
10:4012:55am

The Last Song
(PG) 11:55am 12:4S 2:303:255:10 7:107:40
9:4510:2512:25am

How to Train Your Dragon:

AB

An IMAX3D Experience

.FROM

HotTub Time Madline

intolerant and discriminatory. I mean, we
already allow those
confined to a whedchair to play basketball.
Nobody watches
.because they can't
dunk, but the same
applies for the WNBA,
and we let them stick
around too.
Then you have to ask
yourself, does Hawking
pair with a professional
dancer or another person
in a wheelchair? Wouldn't you love to see his
face after they give his

(PG) 11 :OOam 2:05 4:30 7:00 9'15

(P&-13) 12:25 2:505:3S 8:00 10:35 1:00am

How to TrainYour Dragon
(PG) 11:40am 2:55 5:30 7:5511:05

How to Train Your Dragon 3D
(PG) 12:05 Z:35 5:00 7:3012:30am

+

The Bounty Hunter

(PG-13) 11:40am 2:25 5:05 8:2010:55

Diary ofa Wimpy Kid
(PG) 11:50am 2:15 4:356:559:20
ti . She'sOutofMyleague
(R) 12:1~ 3:20 5:45 8:25 11:00

Alke in Wonderland An IMAX 3D
Experience
(PG) 11:55pm

Alke in Wonderland
(PG) 12:10 2:455:.158:1010:50

Alke in Wonderland in Disney Digital 3.D
(PG) 9:50pm

--.- Listingsfor Friday, Apn1 9

jive dance a five out of
10? How high do the ratings soa:r when a judge
slips up and says, "nice
footwork!"
If Hawking signs up
for this show; I'm in for
the long haul

COURTESY STEPHANIECOHEN

Registration for''Take the Walk," October'sTOMS Shoes eventf~aturing Hanson, let registers select their donation.
Thursday's "One Day Without Shoes'' event will extend beyond UCF and raise awareness of the need for shoes.

~.Cancel It
I might be the
smartest man alive; but
I'm no miracle worker.
Any competition that
allows for peoP,le like
Donnie Osmond, Melissa
Joan Hart, and Joey
Fatone a second shot at
stardom deserves to be
put out of its misery.

Tax Form Proc;essing LLC
2400 N. Forsyth
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r~~-------------I

www.TaxFormProcessing.com
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OUR STANCE

Interns are not
free employees
T

he history of journalism has almost always
included internships
- paid and unpaid. It's an
excellent way for a novice
journalist to learn more
about reporting and writing
while proving to the editor
that they could handle the
pace of a newsroom.
Internships are still prevalent in the journalism world,
and it seems everyone else .
has caught on to the benefits.
Interns get the opportunity
to learn and work in their
chosen field while companies can test-drive a potential
employee.
President Obama along
with many other Americans
believe the internship situation has gotten out of hand
Some companies are abusing
the relationship for free
labor. Interns are people, too,
and should not be taken
advantage of because of the
current economic crisis.
Unpaid internship programs in the United States
are designed to be an educational experience for the
worker. They are not meant
to provide a free workforce.
It is not fair that companies
are exploiting the system IDl:d

the interns without any
intention of providing for the
young people in .t heir
employ.
The New York Times last
week reported tales of
interns sweeping floors and
spraying door handles with
hand sanitizer during their
time at companies. These
type of tasks don't seem educational in the least.
According to the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics, the number of unemployed persons in March was
15 million, and the unemploy-·
ment rate remained at 9.7 ·
percent. Using interns to do
the work that employees
would do clearly displaces
workers, which only leads to
higher unemployment rates.
Students and unemployed
workers are not going to stop
signing up for and competing
internships. Now more than
ever they need the experience on their resume to help
with the continuing job
search.
The data also shows that
most interns will not report
the companies that are abusing the program. It is too
risky to file a complaint
about a company when one

is trying to find a job or at the least secure a positive
recommendation.
The desire to compete in
the workforce combined
with that fear to report abuse
of the internship program
has resulted in negative consequences on top of the lack
of pay.
Kathryn Edwards, a
researcher at the Ecoaomic
Policy Institute and coauthor of a new study on
internships told The New
York Times last week "a serious problem surrounding
unpaid interns is they are
often not considered
employees and therefore are
not protected by employment discrimination laws."
She defended her statement with a story of a female
intern who filed a sexual
harassment complaint.
Edwards said the case.was
dismissed because the intern
was not an employee.
Unpaid employees, displaced workers and sexual
harassment cases are all
repercussions of internship
abuse. We hope the exploitation of people ends soon
before a program with solid
benefits is eliminated.

Punishment
should fit crime
L

ast week, UCF's Golden Rule Review Committee voted on a new
policy that would equalize
the consequences of marijuana and alcohol use among
students. The Future has supported this cause with
endorsements in our paper
since 2008.
Despite the work of several student organizations lead
by the National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws, UCF has yet to change
school policies.
Since the cause won the
vote of the Golden Rule
Review Committee, it can
advance ·t o administration for
approval. The next step is to
move the proposal to the
desk of Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
for approval at the end of this
semester. We are hoping that
the constant support of this
cause will motivate Ehasz to
get these changes into effect
as soon as possible.
UCF students who have
been charged with marijuana
citations have been unfairly
scolded in comparisonto stu- ·
dents who have been cited
for alcohol abuse. The

ON UCFNEWS.COM

administration needs to see
that this stops.
The debat~ over mariju~na laws in the United States
has been a heated debate.
State laws in California and
Colorado are adapting to the
acceptance of marijuana,
especially in medical cases. It
is time for public universities
to change, too. ·
Several independent studies have come to the same
conclusion - alcohol has
more severe effects than marijuana It does not make
sense that the use of a less ·
harmful substance would
result in worse consequences
to one's academic career.
We are not saying students should.use marijuana,
but the number of college
students abusing alcohol is in
the millions. Initiatives like
the one that just passed
through the Golden Rule
Review Committee aren't
about showing support for
marijuana, but instead implem enting fair consequences
based on the nature of the
infractions.
UCF is the third largest
public university in the

nation, and its policies should
be as progressive as its students. By implementing new
rules UCF would be sending
a message to other schools
throughout the country that
treating citations for similar
drugs in different fashions is
unfair. We say·similar drugs
because the new policies
would not lessen the consequences ofbeing caught with
hard drugs - a distinction
we fully support. Drugs like
cocaine should not be under
the same umbrella as marijuana and alcohol
Your university would not
be the first school with policies that equalize the consequences of alcohol and marijuana Florida State
University, University of
Maryland, University of
Texas-Austin, University of
Washington,·and George
Washington University are
just a few colleges that have
successfully implemented
policy changes.
It is time for the UCF
administration to approve
pop.des that their students
and the Golden Rule Review
Committee support.

,,
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You can pull through,
don't quit, don't settle

.,

The weather is beaumunity College to start a
· new chapter in her life.
tiful, PowerPoints are
She did great at what is
inducing more in-classroom sleep than usual,
now Seminole State Colap.d we are all counting
lege, graduated and
down the days till this
transferred to UCF. ·
semester is over.
Putting the past
For many of us,
behind her, Booth made
spring break was a cruel
a new life for herself at
joke of what our lives
UCF. She arrived in
could be without these
JERRIANN SULLIVAN 2006 and started a nonOpinions Editor
pesky classes, internprofit, the Lighthouse
ships and jobs.
for Dreams Finan.cial
Assuming most of you feel the
Literacy Project, which helps
same way I do - which is pure
teach teens and foster children
· angst - I tlaought of things that
how to manage money.
could motivate U:s to focus and finBooth graduated from UCF in
ish the semester with good grades
2009 with honors and degrees in
'>
and few regrets.
accounting and finance. She was
Writing the top 10 study tips
the College of Business Adminisdid not sound appealing, and I'm
tration's Top Honor Graduate.
gu~ssing you would not read it.
But Booth did not stop there.
While some people take time to
. So instead I'll tell you a story
about a fellow UCF student who
celebrate their college success
struggled with scenarios worse
after graduation, Booth kept movthan the choice between studying
ing. She V'{ent from being homeless
for a test or attending a pool party. to attending Harvard University.
Lalita Booth's story of success
Last week, Booth appeared-911 '
will surely set you straight for the
the CBS Evening News with Katie
•>
rest of semester.
Courie during a segment titled
"The American Spirit." She caught
Booth was born in North Carolina where she lived w.ith her par- America up on her past struggles
ents before their divorce. She was
and her new life.
distraught when her family broke
She rolls her backpack full of
apart. Her fragile nature was taken books around Harvard's campus
where she is earning a master's
advantage ofby a family acquaintance, and she was abused as a
degree in business and public policy. In addition to her classes,
teenager.
.
Booth lobbies for single mothers
.She was legally emancipated
from her parents and dropped out
on Capitol Hill.
Booth told CBS that "it's an
of high school to support herself.
amazing feeling."
Being on her own did not go
well, and Booth ended up abusing
I do not know the personal past
•)
of every UCF student, but I think
drugs, getting married and having
it is safe to assume that most of us
a baby all before her 18th birthday.
were lucky enough to not experiHer husband joined the Army
ence a past similar to Booth's:
and left Booth to fend for herself .
and her baby. She ended up living
Her dedication to make the b est
out of her car with her child.
out of her life despite outside
After about four years of home- obstacles should inspire all of us.
Suddenly going to class on time
lessness and single motherhood,
doesn't sound so hard.
Booth enrolled at Seminole Com-

MAN ON THE STREET
THE

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

'Do you think bullying
happens in college?'

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Shuttle buses circle campus

and punctual but others take breaks often
and slow down the system for the rest of
them. There was an article on the CFF a
While rm glad we do have an intra-cam- few years back about how UCF was trying
pus shuttle system in place, the wait at
to install the GPS time estimators at the
some of the stops is ridiculously long.
stops and we'vf:! all seen how that's going.
There have been times when I've waited
- GREG
upwards of 20 or 30 minutes for a shuttle to
arrive.
I always wait about five or ten minutes
At times, two of the same designation
max. If it doesn't get there, it's faster to
(Black & Black or Gold & Gold) arrive at
walk across campus.
·
the same time, meaning the folks on the
other side of campus have to wait longer
- ANONYMOUS
for whichever arrives there first. Some sort
of schedule has to be put in place or else
UF launched a GPS tracking system
students will only use it when there is no
back in summer 08, and it's really slide.
time constraint (i.e. after classes, during
Google ''ufl transloc" and it's the frrst result.
long breaks). This is not an isolated indThe Alligator reported that it cost $204,000
dent.
for their fifty busses. This would increase
When you call the number on the shut- usage for sure, and as we have far few er
tle stop, you get someone from Parking
lines it would probably only cost half of
Services that gives you the shuttle supervi- that - a fifth of the cost of that n ew LED
sor's cell phone number. I've never had a
sign by greek park
supervisor answer the phone.
- TIM
Some of the drivers are very friendly

•
•

q

"'

JORDAN HICKS

KAYLI KISHEL

DANIELLE WALDEN

Graphic design, junior

Microbiology, freshman

Health sci pre-clinic~!, sophomore

"Absolutely, but it's more discrimination than bullying at
the college level because they
know what they are doing is
wrorig."

"Yeah Ido. People still feel left
out."

"Idon't know. Ihaven't seen it
myself."

t,

'1

.,.

!i,,

WILL ACREE

ADAM WILLIAMSON

JAMAARI JOHNSON

Computer science, junior

Film, senior

Education, senior

"Idon't think it [does] anymore."

"Not necessarily in college, in
middle and high school for
s11re, though."

t

"Maybe, more in a dorm situation than in classroom, and
when it does happen it's probabl>1Jerbal."
~

~
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
wwwKnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
· 10 am. Fri. for Mon..issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMfilC,
Discover, Cash, Check

0

•

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Rate
100
125
150
175
2qb
22S
. 250

llelpWanted:General
Help Wanted: Part-Trme
Help Wanted: Full·Tllne
Business Opportunities
ForRentHomes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates .
i1S Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

Rate

325 For_Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services

C
C
C

B
B
B
A
A
B

l,CF REoea!ion & Welress
C-enEr HIRING FAIR lnormaoon
SessmsApi 131114pn-5pm.
Api 1 4 t h ~- RVVC Rm
200. HIRING Al PCBITKJNS:
l..ifeg.ads, Rtness. Q.ttx:>r
Adverll!.re, ~
- rlJml.ra
Sj:xxls & IVierrtler Servres, RVVC
Pak Casual Allie. Rlr cµsions .
~cal. 407-823-2400.
AIRLINES ARE HIRING· Train !cf
hgl pa-yrg AWim Mai11BnITTJe

..
BARTENOERS WANTED.
$:ma day ~ .No
Elq:lerien::e Necesscry. TraiTg
Prol/K:ied.ft{J3 18 + OK
407-442-2656 ex. 107 .
Room available 11 the Walelford
Lakes a-ea for females only.
$410tnonth (cable and imemet
included}- Big house & safe
~ Call 407'. 488
4457.

Career. F A A ~ i:rogan.
Rna-m ajj ff cp.afied. 1--busirg

A5HINGTON PARK SUB, 1 rrie
E of UCF. off NTamer. Like reN,
·. waefrort3/2./2. Screered p:mt.
$1400m>. h::I la>M7 SE!l'Ji:e. No
Pas, A ~ 55. 407.ffiS-9659
TCl'Mfuuse !cf Rert cbse 1D UCF.
2 bed 2 ba!h-fen::e:I i1 yard.
.

2711T~l-bA~

600 Traver
700 WOl5hip
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

.Tuscany Villas

Jares at 407-383-B122
. TCl'Mfuuse Rlr Rert 2 Bd',2,5 Ba l:xJlh
111a51e!s, a l ~ rru:lei 1,2
rri from UCF, W/D. Av;j Now.
$750tro. Cal 407-3106583

3858 North Goldenrod Rd.
Winter Park, FL 32792

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue: .

1· 7

a. 3

2

1 4

Office: 407-877-5848
_Fax: 321-072-4998

DRI\/ERS NEEDED OTA

J:X)Sita1savailai9NOWICDL-A
w/rai(er REQO. OJlstni"g pay
& Benefils! TEAMS WELCOMEI!
Cal a recru'lerTODAY! (877)4843042 www.oakleylranspcrtrom
has OPENINGS !cf

21:r,2!'i)a Cam Fa- Rent

One bedroom/One Bath 780 sq ft

\/drxia Pnes.1orm from UCF.
$900tro.Pool,Gym,Dc.g Aul,W/D.

dglal ~ wie deMlrrg

exre1ert asaner SE!l'Ji:e.
Arimal hcn:lrg n:qiej (lmols).
wi trail.
.
Please anai resunes 1D
ashelya.ms@(JTlal.rom

$J3

suidoiku
Cl Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

8

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

3

6

4 9
8 6

2
4 1

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

7
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

ACROSS

200

aswciales at McrgaitMe
.
01iml.
Be re5J:X)l1Sitjeb'ta<i'g quaity

$9

CROSSWORD

PJ Adu-es i1 Uriversa Cly Weik
~ as ard sales

$}9

$6

3 7 2

~ CAlLA\ialion hslitu'3

of Mai1encrre (888)349-6387.

$J3

9

8

5

Rate(

RateB ·

$9

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

5

of Winter Park
"A place you can call home"

Dri\es • FOOD TANKER

Pas Wehxre. 407-208-1923 or
slei15@ilrrci.rom tJr rrore.m.

Blow out spe~ial of

8700.00**

SUMMERJOB

1

Summer Jobs
_'2400• Co-Ed Camp • Bght Weeks
Room and Board Included
&st Paid ta Playl
The Rorlda Bies·Youth camp (FEYC)
needs male S1111mer Camp Counselors
ages 18 and up. FEYC Is an overnight
camp located off of
Highway 450 In Umatlla, R..

Two Bedroom/Two &
1/2 Bathrooms

1280sqn
Blow out special of

TIie camp runs from Jtme 14th-August 71h

Sl000.00**

Please contact Krys Ragland at
BOD-523-1673 ext 251 or
352-455-4267

(Normally 81300.00 · S1485.00)

*Security deposit S350.00

UCFA'JE ORLANDO

~NOW HIRING----c
ADVERTISING REP
~,

B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

500 Announ<ements

FORRENT:
I~
~ Apartments

• 100

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

~trong ~ork et~ic and excellent
communication skills. ·Fun and fast paced
· enyironm8:nt.15 to 25 ,hrs Rer \Vee.~.

Hourly _base plus con,,m1ssIon.

OJklrial Poi1e UJXl.lyApt,
1 & 2 Beciooms Ree W/D, p:,ol,
fitness <HllEr, pa!ils.
zn:J Eron Or. 407-679{001

418/1 o
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Last issue solved

33 "_ hollers, ...,
34 _ matter
36 Believer
38 First 1hree
numbers, in
some directories
39 "Not a problem!"
40 Cargo unit
45Again, to Gaius
46 Talk out again
47 "Old" punches?
49 High country

51 According to
52 Dabbling ducks
53 Bogart's "High
Sierra" role
54 Musical ending
55 Follow
56 Don Juan's
mother
57 Random
collection
58 Fire
suppressant

S_o lution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
$425.tro free l1ilnlemet
q..iet$[e I eg tJatmd 1orm

from L.CF- 954 937 122'3
~
@eel1ltt.net
Last room avail. for clean, qliet
and resp. aenlor or gnwale
student in inmaculaEY.2 home
nearUCF. $400mo. + 11.iuti
No pees please. Av.ii. asap.
Call 407-700-5098.
· 1 rocrn avai i1 211 .5 Non-SmokTg
Femae pre!. $550tro. ln:::l al
l.Jtitale. 15 nin 1D UCF. Ava
. 00N. CusloTii.ed lease avaL
Cal352~

1 rocrn avai for sunrrer i13.2 ~
beh-d Walabd Lakes i1 T011!.ga
Bay. 5 rm t:i L.CF. $450mJ U1i
i"d. Femae Rooomate pre! Av;j
Now. Britlmy !i 708,341 8905 or.
CITis at 239-272-7364.

-~

.

1 Must
6"Iron Chef
America" chef
Cat _
10Trails
14 Dickens's
mysterious Mr.
Drood
15 Fidel's successor
16 "_ Named Sue"
17 Israeli
ambassador
Moshe
18 Like some profs.
19 Web llnks
20 Uneasy about a
farm teani
member?
23 Michael Phelps
sponsor
24"Dies •
25 Humble
28 Play footsie, say
32 It may be up
35 Plus
36 Shoe part for
By Jascha Smllack
Astaire •
DOWN '
37 Uneasy about a
1 Call before 1he
long sho1?
game
41 Maps
2 ...:._ in the bucket
3 S1ockholm native
. 42 Fair-hiring abbr.
4 Colored a bit
43 Hi or lo follower
44 "Flowers for ·
5 Like some daring
Algernon" author
football kicks
Daniel ·
6 Sleep
45 "Analyze Thar
outcropping
star
7 Brewery feature
48 Top-shett
8 Act like fools?
50 Where Caligula
9 Let out, say
reputedly tried to 10 Honored with a
seat his 67·
crown of foliage
Across
11 Start of a spell
54 Uneasy about an 12 Go for a Masters?
aquarium fish?
13 CBS part: Abbr.
59 Winery pref,x
21 Roaming types
60 Casual top
22 Green Goblin
61 Stock phrase
. portrayer in
Spider-Man films
62 Explolt
63 Etonic competitor 26 Rock producer
64 Peachy
Brian
'll Newspaper
65 Wood shaper
66 Appear
revenue
dramatically
component •
ff7 Word to add to
29 _·Tass: news
20-, 37- and 54agency
Across to make
30 Red inside
31 1-90 in Mass. et al.
sense of the
answers
32 Magic harp thief

' femae rocmnata needed tJ
one
s1ae abeaJlilu m rouse n
Walelfad Lakes.
Cal Janet tJr delals: (305) 2003831

Rooms for rent in 6 .
bectoom hJme M oriy. Betm '
UCF. $550tro. !rd lnlemet.
Qtie, ui1ies. W/D, cistr.va5ha',
rorrrnuity p:,ol. rnctl.yard
servre,pest CXllltrol 1 rm avai
roN. Roansavai2010/11 sdlXll
yr ber,jTI"g AlJ;J 1st Cal 407-876f:l!!ffT or

407.-400(003

Bockyatl R.ri Pools create
gEreralicns of mara'es
. va::aliorlsneverEl'd! .
Sil-pa DIV !XXJ1 kits a1d p:,ol

~

1IX:eSSOlieson sale. ¼it
Fa,iyPoolFui.rom or cal (800)950-2210

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE
RECEIVE $1000 GROCERY
COUPON UNrTED BREAST
CANCER FQU\JDATION Free

MM 1I ...ga I IS, BreastQmer hb

www.tix:l.i1loFREETOY4"g, Tax
Deci.diJle, Non-Rlmers
~

(888)468-5964.

Krqmo Tl}OJsl Api 9th at 5pTI
a,d Api 10lh !i 9a'n i1 ld:tly of
amett Hcr-ors College. Must be
pesert l:xJlh days. C,oritK:t

Selling Something? Wrth our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

Mi::hael at ntall!tl@rrau::t.eru

No Elq:J.Neces.<x¥y.

GUNSHOW
KissiTinee Os:llOla-Hailcge Perk
Sa, Api 10, 9-5, &n, Api 11, 94
Correale:! ~
Classes Day
Brrg you- GLN'JS 1D sel orlra:le
GLnT~rom
352-3394700

SAVE MONEY on All Pool Supplies
,r. Accessories. Ships Fast

-

,~ 100·2SO·SS02

Sening Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
picK:e an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

Check out our Classifieds,
onllne and in print!

L0@0916's

-KlWI&HDi

L0GEl9165
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A18
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www.CentralFforidaFuture.com
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